


Scandi Minimalism 
 
The Scandi trend has been circulating and resurfacing for a number of 
years now and each time it comes round there is a slightly different take 
on it.  For 2019, it’s all about the minimal meets eco-friendly and 
sustainability savvy.  Icy whites and cool neutral tones are the canvas, onto 
which to layer texture, warmth and simple greenery. 
 
 
 
 



Industrial Metallic 
 
2019 is seeing moves away from our traditional shiny metallics of Gold 
and Silver at Christmas to more muted pewters and rustic finishes.  An 
industrial edge takes the shine off and blends well with cool tones for a 
chic winter wonderland.  Gold will always be a timeless classic at 
Christmas but a muted, modern take will work well for 2019’s trends. 
 
 
 
 



Festive Brights 
 
Each year we see progressively more kitsch creeping into decoration 

design and festive themes.  This year is no different; together with the 
tropical vibe, brights are having their moment.  Bold colours, playful 
patterns and a youthful influence are the overriding features within this 
trend.  Whimsy meets the ‘be jolly’ festive sentiment with candy colours 
and more than a dash of fun. 
 
 
 
 



Feeling Fruity 
 
Kitsch meets festive brights to give us the tropical trend.  Pineapples, and 
the like, have been having a moment for the last few years and there is 
no sign of this waning.  Expect to see pineapples and all sorts of fruity, 
tropical goodness this festive season thanks to the enduring popularity of 
the palm leaf, bright florals and a love of fun at this time of year.  Think 
Hawaiian, tropical and fruity to get off on the right foot with this trend. 
 
 
 
 



Midnight Hues 
 
I’ve already seen this coming through from Living Etc.  Midnight hues, rich 
jewel tones and an ethereal opulence are the buzz words of this trend.  
Dark and moody but with a definite luxe quality.  Rich navy offset with 
relaxed grey blue tones are all about creating a calm cool in amongst 
the Christmas chaos. 
 
 
 
 



Woodland Autumnal 
 
A much loved classic for Christmas but with an increasingly eco 
conscience.  This is more about natural materials, foraging and bringing 
the woodland to your décor.  Think wooden decorations, pine cones, 
rustic greenery and all things nature inspired.  Textures for warmth and 
berries for colour, it’s a super traditional style that gets a modern upgrade 
with eco minded simplicity at its heart. 
 
 
 
 


